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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF CELLULAR EFFECTS POST-IRRADIATION
WITH LOW- AND HIGH-LET PARTICLES AND DIFFERENT ABSORBED DOSES
Adriana Alexandre S. Tavares and João Manuel R. S. Tavares  Faculdade de
Engenharia, Universidade do Porto, Portugal
 The use of computational methods to improve the understanding of biological
responses to various types of radiation is an approach where multiple parameters can be
modelled and a variety of data is generated. This study compares cellular effects modelled
for low absorbed doses against high absorbed doses. The authors hypothesized that low
and high absorbed doses would contribute to cell killing via different mechanisms, poten-
tially impacting on targeted tumour radiotherapy outcomes. Cellular kinetics following
irradiation with selective low- and high-linear energy transfer (LET) particles were inves-
tigated using the Virtual Cell (VC) radiobiology algorithm. Two different cell types were
assessed using the VC radiobiology algorithm: human fibroblasts and human crypt cells.
The results showed that at lower doses (0.01 to 0.2 Gy), all radiation sources used were
equally able to induce cell death (p>0.05, ANOVA). On the other hand, at higher doses
(1.0 to 8.0 Gy), the radiation response was LET and dose dependent (p<0.05, ANOVA).
The data obtained suggests that the computational methods used might provide some
insight into the cellular effects following irradiation. The results also suggest that it may
be necessary to re-evaluate cellular radiation-induced effects, particularly at low doses that
could affect therapeutic effectiveness.
Keywords: computational methods, radiation-induced effects, cell kinetics, bystander effect, targeted
tumour radiotherapy, Auger electrons, alpha particles, beta particles
1. INTRODUCTION
The Virtual Cell (VC) radiobiology simulator, was developed by
Stewart and co-workers (Stewart 2004), to evaluate the following cellular
endpoints: cell death, neoplastic transformation, chromosome aberra-
tion yields, induction of genomic instability, cell cycle kinetics and the
probability of tumour eradication following radiation therapy. This simu-
lator relies on multiscale modelling, which is essentially an integrative
approach of multiple “sub-models” that are tested against measured data
from in vitro systems. Thus, in order to model the emergent response of
a group of cells or a tissue, these sub-models are linked together to form
a “supermodel”. The postulated mechanisms, resulting from the multi-
scale supermodel, are subsequently compared to data from in vivo sys-
tems. This algorithm is an ongoing effort that aims to understand tumour
pathogenesis and treatment; however, due to the complexity associated
Address correspondence to Prof. João Manuel R. S. Tavares, Faculdade de Engenharia,
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with such phenomena, simplified radiobiological models were used
(Stewart 2004). Modelling cellular environments and cellular responses
to irradiation by computational methods is complex and challenging.
Radiation-induced effects are not yet fully understood, and regularly, new
knowledge is added.
An important contribution from recent research to the field of cellu-
lar radiobiology was the evidence supporting the existence of radiation-
induced bystander effects, i.e. effects detected in cells that were not
directly “hit” by an ionizing radiation track (Boyd et al. 2006; Brooks 2004;
Kassis 2003; Mother and Seymour 2003; Nagasawa et al. 2003; Persaud et
al. 2005; Snyder 2004; Sokolov et al. 2005). Results from studies investi-
gating radiation-induced bystander effects suggest that this effect will
have implications on targeted radiotherapy microdosimetric estimates
(Boswell and Brechbiel 2005; Britz-Cunningham and Adelstein. 2003;
Kassis 2003) and on the current central radiobiological paradigm, where
all radiation events are contained in the “hit” cell (Mother and Seymour
2003; Nagasawa et al. 2003). Multiple studies have found that radiation
causes “hit” cells to produce signals that can be received by cells close or
distant from the targeted cell, named recipient cells. In turn, these recip-
ient cells transduce signals and coordinate a response, named adaptive
response. Such coordinated response can be protective, for example,
when an apoptotic response is initiated to remove abnormal cells from
the population (Mother and Seymour 2006). Other intercellular mecha-
nisms have also been described in the literature investigating the inter-
play between low doses of irradiation and intercellular induction of apop-
tosis. For example, work by Portess and Bauer in 2007 showed that trans-
formed cells can be subject to reactive oxygen species-mediated apopto-
sis induction by non-transformed cells (Bauer 2007; Portess et al. 2007).
All these responses do not seem to be dependent on the absorbed dose
nor the radiation quality but appear to be dependent on genetic and
environmental influences (Lyng et al. 2002; Mother and Seymour 2006;
Snyder 2004; Sokolov et al. 2005). The multiple observations demonstrat-
ing that the bystander effects and the adaptive response are independent
of radiation quality further reinforce the use of less conventional particles
for targeted tumour radiotherapy, such as Auger electrons (Boswell and
Brechbiel 2005; Boyd et al. 2006; Britz-Cunningham and Adelstein. 2003;
Sofou 2008; Tavares and Tavares 2010a).
The cellular endpoints associated with the bystander effects include:
mutation, gene induction, micronuclei formation, cell transformation
and cell killing (Lyng et al. 2002; Mother and Seymour 2003; Nagasawa et
al. 2003). These endpoints show a similar dose dependency, and there-
fore may be closely associated. In addition, bystander effects and genom-
ic instability are both induced at very low doses, and there is evidence that
bystander signals can induce genomic instability both in vitro and in vivo
A. A. S. Tavares and J. M. R. S. Tavares
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(Koturbash et al. 2006; Lyng et al. 2002; Mother and Seymour 2003). The
authors hypothesized that the VC radiology simulator could be used to
evaluate different cellular endpoints, including cell death and the induc-
tion of genetic instability, in order to investigate different aspects of cel-
lular responses following irradiation. This paper aims to model cellular
responses following irradiation with a wide range of absorbed doses and
linear energy transfer (LET), in order to better understand the mecha-
nisms that contribute to cell killing at low and high absorbed doses. Cell
irradiation using Auger electrons, alpha particles and beta minus parti-
cles were modelled using the VC simulator and different irradiation sce-
narios.
2. METHODS
Previous studies have shown that the Technetium-99m (99mTc)
CKMMX electron (all M-shell Coster–Kroning (CK) and super-CK transi-
tions, E = 1.16×10-4 MeV) and Auger MXY (all M-shell Auger transitions,
E = 2.26×10-4 MeV) could be classified as high LET particles, similar to
Astatine-211 (211At) alpha particles (E = 6.79 MeV) and in contrast to the
Iodine-131 (131I ) beta minus particles (E = 0.606 MeV), which are low
LET particles (Tavares et al. 2010b). Therefore, in this study the 99mTc
CKMMX electrons and Auger MXY were used as high LET Auger emit-
ters, the 211At alpha particles as high LET alpha emitters and the 131I beta
minus particles as low LET emitters. The Monte Carlo damage simulation
(MCDS) algorithm was used to obtain the number of double strand
breaks (DSB) and the percentage of complex DSB (FCB) (Semenenko
and Stewart 2005; Stewart 2004) for each investigated particle as previ-
ously reported (Tavares and Tavares 2010b). The MCDS simulator is a fast
Monte Carlo algorithm that models the damages to DNA by different par-
ticles and captures the major trends in the DNA damage spectrum pre-
dicted using detailed track structure simulations (Semenenko and
Stewart 2004). The results obtained from the MCDS simulator (DSB and
FCB) that express the damage caused by the radioactive particle to the
DNA per Gy per cell, were then applied as input parameters for the two-
lesion kinetics (TLK) model used on the VC simulator. The approximate
values of DSB and FCB obtained from the MCDS simulator for the evalu-
ated particles were as follow: 99mTc CKMMX electrons DSB = 73.38 and
FCB = 0.55; 99mTc Auger MXY DSB = 71.82 and FCB = 0.43; 211At alpha
particles DSB = 71.64 and FCB = 0.42; 131I beta minus particles DSB =
40.89 and FCB = 0.13. By inserting these parameters, required by the TLK
model, into the VC input file, the cellular exposure scenario modelled
would mimic the isotope in close proximity to the cell nucleus. The TLK
model was preferred over other radiation exposure models, such as the
repair-misrepair model (RMR) and lethal-potentially lethal model (LPL),
as it applies an improved correlation between the biochemical processes
Computational modeling of cellular effects post-irradiation
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of DSB and cell death, by subdividing DSB into simple or complex DSBs
(Guerrero et al. 2002; Sachs et al. 1997; Stewart 2004; Tavares and Tavares
2010b).
A comprehensive list with all input parameters used on the VC simu-
lations is presented in next section.
2.1 VC Simulator – Input Parameters
In this section only key VC input parameters used for the present
study will be discussed, since an online platform, including a compre-
hensive VC user guide, is freely available on-line (http://faculty.washing-
ton.edu/trawets/vc/ug/index.html).
The cell kinetics model (CKM) used was the quasi-exponential cell
kinetics model (QECK), as that is the only available option for the cur-
rent version of the VC simulator. Nonetheless, by using a high peak cell
density (KAP) value (such as the one used in the present study, i.e.
1.0E+38 cells/cm3, Table 1) and by selecting a small initial cell population
(initial number of cells – N0 = 1000 cells) compared to KAP×VOL (where
VOL = tissue volume = 1 cm3, Table 1), the cell growth kinetics model
becomes exponential. Furthermore, as the size of the cell population
approaches KAP×VOL, the net cell birth rate decreases so that the cell
population size approaches the asymptotic value KAP×VOL. The cell’s
DNA content at the G0 or G1 phase on the cell cycle and the number of
chromosomes per cell (Table 1) were selected based on currently avail-
able biological knowledge of the human cell and human genome. Two
different cell types were evaluated: 1) human fibroblasts (TPOT - cell
doubling time=0.667 days = 16 hours) and 2) human intestinal crypt cells
(TPOT=1.625 days = 39 hours) (Baserga 1971; Baserga 1993; Tavares and
Tavares 2010b). The evaluated populations were set to be heterogeneous,
with cycling and quiescent cells (GF – growth fraction=0.5), in order to
mimic as close as possible the cellular biological reality in vitro, where
dividing and quiescent cells coexist. The expected number of DSBs
endogenously formed per cell-hour was set at 4.3349E-03 Gy-1 cell-1 (Table
1). This value was chosen based on results from a study conducted by
Stewart in 1999 (Stewart 1999).
The values of the biophysical parameters: repair half-time (RHT),
pairwise damage interaction rate (ETA) and probability of correct repair
(A0) were set according to the requisites of the selected damage repair
model. For example, the TLK model used sets the RHT, ETA and A0 val-
ues at certain intervals, including those described in Table 1. The proba-
bility of misrejoined DSB being lethal (PHI) and the fraction of residual
damage at the end of the simulation that is treated as lethal (FRDL) are
adjustable parameters. The absolute residual damage cutoff (ACUT)
value is also an adjustable parameter, and it terminates the simulation
when the amount of unrepaired residual damage is less than the specified
A. A. S. Tavares and J. M. R. S. Tavares
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value. Residual damages include radiation-induced DNA damages that
remain unrepaired due to (1) DNA damage that was too severe, (2) pres-
ence of damages in inaccessible parts of the genome, (3) induction of
damages during critical points in the cell cycle or (4) DNA damages con-
verted into large DNA deletions (McMillan 1992). It is reasonable to
accept that after a certain level of residual damages, any further cellular
killing can be neglected as non-radiation related. The ACUT value of
1.0×10-9 expected number of DNA damages per cell was chosen based on
the fact that it should be smaller than the spontaneous endogenous dam-
Computational modeling of cellular effects post-irradiation
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TABLE 1. Input conditions for VC simulator. 
Summary of VC Key Input Conditions References
N.A. = not applicable.
MODEL specification:
DRM (damage repair model)=TLK
CKM (cell kinetics model)=QECK (quasi-exponential cell kinetics model)
(Stewart 2004)
Cell parameters:
DNA (cell DNA content)=5.667E+09 base pair
NC (number of chromosomes per cell)=46
TPOT (cell doubling time)=0.667 or 1.625 days for fibroblasts and human
crypt cells, respectively
GF (growth fraction, if 0 (zero) all cells are quiescent, if 1 (one) all cells are
cycling and if 0.5 the cell population is heterogeneous)=0.5
N0 (initial number of cells)=1000
KAP (peak cell density)=1.0E+38 cells/cm3
VOL (tissue volume)=1 cm3
(Stewart 2004)
(Stewart 2004)
(Baserga 1971; 
Baserga 1993)
N.A.
N.A.
(Stewart 2004)
(Stewart 2004)
Endogenous DNA damage parameters:
DSB (endogenous)=4.3349E-03 Gy-1 cell-1 (Stewart 2004)
Biophysical parameters:
RHT (repair half-time)=XXX, XXX=0.25 9 h (simple DSBs are repaired faster
than complex DSBs)
ETA (pairwise damage interaction rate)=2.5E-04 h-1
PHI (probability of a misrejoined DSB being lethal)=0.005
A0 (probability of correct repair)=AAA, AAA=0.95 0.25 (simple DSBs are
repaired more accurately than complex DSBs)
GAM (fraction of binary-misrepaired damages that are lethal)=0.25
FRDL (fraction of residual that is lethal damage)=0.5
(Stewart 2004)
Key simulation stopping criterion:
ACUT (absolute residual-damage cutoff)=1.0E-09 expected number of DNA
damages per cell
(Stewart 2004)
Radiation exposure parameters:
BGDR (average background absorbed dose rate on planet Earth)=2.73748E-
07 Gy/h
DCUT (dose cutoff used to truncate dose rate function after fraction 1-DCUT
of total dose has been delivered)=0.01 Gy
LAM (radioactive decay constant)=dependent on radionuclide used
RHL (radionuclide half-life)=dependent on radionuclide used
TCUT (time cutoff parameter)= 2 hours
SAD (absorbed dose delivered in time interval 0-TCUT)=RX1, RX1=0.01
0.015 0.02 0.1 0.15 0.2 1 1.5 2 4 6 8 Gy
STOL (step-size tolerance)=0.01 Gy/h
(UNSCEAR 2007)
(Stewart 2004)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
(Stewart 2004)
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ages (established to be in the order of 10-3) and a value of zero would not
terminate the simulation, since ACUT was the only simulation control
parameter adopted in the present study. The fraction of binary-misre-
paired damages that are lethal (GAM) was set at 0.25 (Table 1), because
according to Sach and co-workers (1997), around 1/4 of the chromo-
some aberrations formed through the pairwise interaction process are
lethal (i.e., GAM=0.25) (Sachs et al. 1997).
The radiation exposure scenario selected was the exponentially
decreasing dose rate (DECAY), since the present work aimed at model-
ling the cellular responses to different absorbed doses in a scenario of
internal targeted radiotherapy using 3 radioisotopes (99mTc, 211At and
131I). For each radioisotope investigated, a radioactive constant (LAM)
and a radionuclide half-life (RHL) was set according to the well known
decay scheme of these radioisotopes. The average background absorbed
dose rate on planet Earth (BGDR) has been quantified as 2.73748×10-7
Gy/h by the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) 2007 report (UNSCEAR 2007).
Irradiation periods of 2 hours (TCUT, i.e. time cutoff parameter set at 2
hours) with total absorbed doses delivered to the cell population over all
time (TAD) ranging between 0.01 and 8 Gy were modelled using the VC
simulator. The effective dose delivered to the cell system in a finite time
interval (0, TCUT), i.e. the SAD parameter is related to the TAD param-
eter by: SAD = (1-DCUT)×TAD, where DCUT = the dose cutoff used to
truncate dose rate function after fraction 1-DCUT of total dose has been
delivered. The DCUT is an adjustable parameter of the VC simulator and
in this study was set at 0.01, which means that the dose rate is truncated
only after 99% of the set effective dose (SAD) has been delivered. This
meant that SAD ≈ TAD. The use of the DCUT parameter is justifiable
since at a given point, the radioactivity of the radiation source becomes
so small that any further radiation killing of the cell population can be
neglected. The time to execute a DECAY simulation tends to increase as
the number of steps increases. It is possible to control that by using the
step-size tolerance (STOL) parameter, that typically ranges from about
0.05 to 1.0×10-3 Gy/h. As the STOL value decreases, the time requested to
perform the simulation increases and thus, a compromise between time
and accuracy must be made. In the present study, a STOL value of 0.01
Gy/h was used (Table 1).
A detailed description of the algorithm parameters used in the VC
input file is given in Table 1.
2.2 Data analysis
The VC data was expressed as the number of direct lethal damages
per surviving cell, estimated number of surviving cells, probability of
mutagenesis and enhanced genetic instability per surviving cell, neoplas-
A. A. S. Tavares and J. M. R. S. Tavares
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tic transformation frequency per irradiated cell and neoplastic transfor-
mation frequency per surviving cell. In addition to analysis of the results
including data from the whole range of the investigated absorbed doses,
the results were also grouped as lower and higher absorbed doses. Since
this paper is investigating the differences between cellular response to
low and high absorbed doses, in the context of radiotherapy using parti-
cles, the cutoff value was set at 1.0 Gy. The lower doses were defined as
those < 1.0 Gy, while higher doses were defined as doses ≥ 1.0 Gy. This cri-
terion was based on previous findings showing that the cellular response
to doses below 0.5 Gy would have a significant contribution from the
bystander effect, while cellular response to doses above 0.5 Gy would
behave as dose-dependent (Seymour and Mothersill 2000). Data differ-
ences among the investigated radioisotopes for the same absorbing doses
were analysed using the ANOVA statistical test, where p<0.05 was consid-
ered statically significant.
3. RESULTS
The estimated number of fibroblasts and crypt cells that survived irra-
diation when the cell population was heterogeneous (with quiescent cells
and actively cycling cells) is presented in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), respec-
tively. The results showed that the cell survival peaks at different doses,
depending on the radioactive particle (99mTc electrons and 211At alpha
particles peak at around 0.15 and 0.2 Gy, while 131I peaks at around 1.5
and 2.0 Gy). Statistical analysis revealed no differences among the results
obtained for different particles, when the whole irradiation range was
considered (p=0.77, ANOVA). When dividing the evaluated dose range
into lower irradiation doses (< 1.0 Gy) and higher irradiation doses (≥ 1.0
Gy), no statically significant differences were observable between distinct
particles for lower doses (p=0.08 for fibroblasts and p=0.19 for crypt cells,
ANOVA). However, statistically significant differences were seen for high-
er irradiation doses (p=0.03 for fibroblasts and p=0.02 for crypt cells,
ANOVA).
Figure 2 shows the mutagenesis and enhanced genetic instability
probability per surviving cell for different irradiating sources. Analysis of
these curves reveals that the probability of mutagenesis and enhanced
genetic instability of the cell population following irradiation with 99mTc
selected electrons and 211At alpha particles (high-LET particles)
increased from 0 to 1.0 Gy, peaking at those absorbed dose levels and
returning to negligible values at approximately 4.0 Gy. A curve peak shift-
ing was observed for 131I beta minus particles (low-LET particles) in com-
parison to the other irradiation sources. The highest probability of muta-
genesis and enhanced genetic instability of the cell population following
irradiation with 131I beta minus particles was found at 4.0 Gy and negligi-
ble levels of mutagenesis and enhanced genetic instability post-peak were
Computational modeling of cellular effects post-irradiation
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not reached even at doses as high as 8.0 Gy. Statistical analysis of the
whole dose range reveals no differences between the results obtained
with the different investigated particles (p=0.49, ANOVA). However,
when the duality lower dose/higher dose was taking into account (lower
doses of <1.0 Gy; and higher doses of ≥ 1.0 Gy), statistically significant dif-
ferences were found in each tail of the curves (p=0.00 for low doses and
p=0.04 for high doses).
A. A. S. Tavares and J. M. R. S. Tavares
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FIG. 1. Number of human fibroblasts (a) and human crypt cells (b) that survived irradiation with dis-
tinct particles (low- and high-LET particles) and different absorbed doses. Note the parabolic type rela-
tionship between absorbed dose and estimated number of surviving cells. Modelled conditions: time of
radiation exposure = 2 hours, initial number of cells = 1000 and simulator stopping criterion for cell
count following radiation exposure: ACUT=1.0D-09 expected number of DNA damages per cell. 
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The neoplastic transformation frequency per irradiated cell and per
surviving cell for each evaluated particle is shown in Figure 3a and 3b,
respectively. The probability of neoplastic transformation per irradiated
cell was highest for lower doses, regardless of the radioactive particle
used, and reduced as the dose increased (Figure 3a). Conversely, the
probability of neoplastic transformation frequency per surviving cell was
lowest for low absorbed doses and increased as the absorbed dose
increased (Figure 3b). The reduction rates of neoplastic transformation
frequency per irradiated cell varied for low- and high-LET particles,
where the steepest reduction was observed for high-LET particles, and a
slower reduction was found for low-LET particles. Statistically significant
differences were observed among distinct radioactive particle neoplastic
transformation frequencies per irradiated cell (p=0.00, ANOVA). In a
similar manner, the increase rate of neoplastic transformation frequency
per surviving cell varied for low- and high-LET particles, where the steep-
est increase was observed for high-LET particles, and a slower increase
was determined for low-LET particles (p=0.00, ANOVA).
Finally, Figure 4 shows the number of direct lethal damages per sur-
viving cell as a function of absorbed dose. The results showed a rapid
increase in cellular lethal damages as the absorbed dose increased, and
statistically significant differences were observed among the results using
distinct particles (p=0.00, ANOVA).
Computational modeling of cellular effects post-irradiation
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FIG. 2. Results from mutagenesis and enhanced genetic instability probability per surviving cell fol-
lowing exposure to different radiation sources and distinct absorbed doses. The probability per sur-
viving cell following irradiation represents the probability of an altered gene function or expression
causing enhanced genetic instability. 
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4. DISCUSSION
The results showed that the estimated number of surviving cells
increased, peaked and decreased as a function of absorbed dose, describ-
ing a non-linear parabolic-type curve (Figure 1). No differences were
found among the results using distinct particles for lower absorbed doses,
but differences were observed at higher absorbed doses. The absence of
differences among results with distinct particles for lower doses, suggests
A. A. S. Tavares and J. M. R. S. Tavares
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FIG. 3. Neoplastic transformation frequency per irradiated cell (a) and per surviving cell (b),
expressed in week-1, following exposure to different radiation sources and distinct absorbed doses. 
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that another factor, other than radiation quality, may be responsible for
the inexistence of differences among the particles. Conversely, at higher
doses, the cell response appears to behave in a LET and dose dependent
manner. To further clarify the nature of the non-linear curve following
irradiation of human fibroblasts and human crypt cells with different par-
ticles, three cellular endpoints were assessed by computational simulation:
mutagenesis and enhanced genetic instability per surviving cell (Figure 2),
neoplastic transformation per irradiated or surviving cell (Figure 3) and
number of direct lethal damages per surviving cell (Figure 4).
Mutagenesis and enhanced genetic instability results showed that
there is a non-linear relationship between genomic instability and
absorbed dose (Figure 2), which is in agreement with previous observa-
tions (Mother and Seymour 2003; Seymour and Mothersill 2000).
Sokolov and co-workers in 2005, using primary human fibroblasts, found
that for doses of alpha particles and gamma rays between 0.2 and 0.6 Gy,
the number of DSB sites in bystander cells was higher than for doses of
2.0 Gy (Sokolov et al. 2005). DNA DSBs have been associated with genet-
ic instability, which is one of the mechanisms underlying the bystander
effect. The results from the VC simulator showed that the probability of
mutagenesis and genetic instability for alpha particles (and the other
high LET particles investigated) was higher for doses ranging between 0.2
and 1.5 Gy than for doses equal to or above 2.0 Gy (Figure 2). These find-
ings seem to be in line with in vitro observations reported by Sokolov and
co-workers in 2005 (Sokolov et al. 2005).
Computational modeling of cellular effects post-irradiation
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FIG. 4. Average number of direct lethal damages per surviving cell after irradiation with distinct par-
ticles and different absorbed doses. Note the rapid increase in the number of lethal mutations per
cell as a function of absorbed dose and different cellular dose-response curves depending on parti-
cle LET. 
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The data also showed that probability of cell transformation per irra-
diated cell was higher for lower absorbed doses (Figure 3a), while the
probability of cell transformation per surviving cell (Figure 3b) and the
number of direct lethal damages per surviving cell (Figure 4) was higher
for high absorbed doses. Redpath and co-workers studies have also
reported that the cell transformation frequency per surviving cell
increased with increasing absorbed doses (Pant et al. 2003; Redpath 2006;
Redpath and Elmore 2007). Other studies have found that as the
absorbed dose increased, the direct damage component of cellular
response to radiation increased, and at doses above 0.1-0.4 Gy the direct
damage component was the main contributor responsible for the cellular
response to irradiation (Brenner et al. 2001; Leonard 2008). Results from
the VC simulator are in line with these prior observations. The increasing
probability of cell transformation per surviving cell with increasing
absorbed doses means that the normal cells surrounding the tumour
have to be protected when performing target tumour radiotherapy, par-
ticularly for high doses of radiation.
Taken all together, these data show that, at the lower absorbed doses,
the genetic instability of surviving cells and the transformation frequency
per irradiated cell are the two major contributors for the low number of
estimated surviving cells, since the values of direct lethal damages and
transformation frequency per surviving cell for lower doses are small
compared with higher absorbed doses. Conversely, at higher absorbed
doses, cell death is mainly related to the number of direct lethal damages,
the transformation frequency per surviving cell and the radiation quality.
This does not mean that genetic instability of surviving cells and trans-
formation frequency per irradiated cell effects have no relevance at high-
er doses but that their relative importance as a portion of the total effect
tends to decrease as the dose increases. Previous studies have pointed out
similar conclusions (Mother and Seymour 2003; Seymour and Mothersill
2000) providing confidence in this model and the results obtained here.
Another study by Liu and co-workers in 2007, using computational mod-
els and HPV-G human skin keratinocytes exposed to gamma rays, found
that for doses above 0.3 to 0.5 Gy, the survival response of the bystander
cells reached a plateau, suggesting that the emission of bystander signals
may be saturated at that point (Liu et al. 2007). This would mean that for
doses above 0.3 to 0.5 Gy, the cellular response to radiation will be main-
ly dependent on direct radiation effects rather than on bystander effects,
such as, genetic instability and irradiated cell transformation (Koturbash
et al. 2006; Lyng et al. 2002; Mother and Seymour 2003). The experimen-
tal scenarios modelled by Liu and co-workers, that were validated using in
vitro medium transfer experiments (Liu et al. 2007), agree with the results
using the VC simulator, which further provide confidence in the simula-
tor used in this paper. An interpretation of the low number of surviving
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cells obtained for lower absorbed doses could be the protective adaptive
response, where the genetic instability in surviving cells and the neoplas-
tic transformation of irradiated cells would result in a triggering of the
apoptotic response to eliminate damaged cells from the population. This
type of adaptive response can be classified as a positive outcome of the
bystander effects (Leonard 2008; Mother and Seymour 2006).
Given the close links found between genetic instability, cell transfor-
mation and the bystander effect (Koturbash et al. 2006; Lyng et al. 2002;
Mother and Seymour 2003), the VC simulator might be useful as a first
line screening tool for prediction and modelling of cellular effects and
possibly the bystander effects at lower absorbed doses. Although this can-
not be taken as granted without in vitro studies performed under the
same conditions as those modelled in the VC simulator. The data
obtained from the VC simulator should be interpreted with caution due
to the parameter estimation issues associated with mechanism-based radi-
ation response models. Although flexibility in changing input parameters
will have obvious advantages by allowing the modelling of multiple irra-
diation scenarios, it also represents an issue due to the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the choice of a certain value in detriment of another.
Sensitivity testing of the model control parameters may provide more
confidence to use the simulator by adding error bars to the data collect-
ed. Together with in vitro or in vivo studies data, the simulators such as the
one presented in this work, would allow better experimental design and
could be used to study different processes associated with cell response to
ionizing radiation. Thus, future in vitro and in vivo studies are crucial to
establish a definite role of the simulator used here and careful interpre-
tation of the results is therefore recommended. Another important con-
sideration regarding the use of models for studying cellular effects of low
doses of radiation is the fact that radiobiology models do not accommo-
date new findings. This means that future research may deem the VC sim-
ulator useful or obsolete. In addition, as long as the mechanisms of radi-
ation induced cellular effects for low absorbed doses remain unclear,
modelling low dose effects is difficult and uncertainty is high. In fact, the
identification of models to better quantify the cellular response to low
doses of radiation is one of the key challenges facing the radiation
research community (Stewart et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the comparative
analysis of the VC generated data with prior studies (discussed above),
support the use of the VC simulator as a useful tool in the field of radio-
biology, with particular interest in the context of radiotherapy. Several
other mathematical models have been proposed to quantify the impact of
low absorbed doses on the dose-response curves for ionizing radiation
(Brenner et al. 2001; Fornalski et al. 2011; Leonard 2008; Little et al. 2005;
Nikjoo and Khvostumov 2003).
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In this paper, the use of computational methods to model an internal
radiotherapy scenario, where the radioisotope is inserted close to the cell
nucleus, was investigated. This is of key importance in targeted tumour
radiotherapy, because if the radioisotope was decaying outside the cell or
in the cell cytoplasm, the outcome would be different, as shown in previ-
ous studies investigating the relationship between the decay site distance
to the cell nucleus and the energy deposition into the DNA molecule
(Boyd et al. 2006; Humm et al. 1994; Tavares and Tavares 2010a). Under
the modelled scenario here, the work contributes to the current litera-
ture on targeted radiotherapy by pin-pointing that cellular effects at low
doses can be an important contribution for microdosimetric estimations
and may impact the therapeutic effectiveness prediction. Furthermore,
the findings further support the current view that the overall “target”
population after irradiation exposure at lower doses might be larger than
that predicted using the traditional dosimetric methods. The results
using the VC simulator suggest that targeted tumour radiotherapy with
low absorbed doses might be as efficient in cell killing as very high
absorbed doses, despite the cell mechanisms associated with each side of
the dose-response curve (low versus high absorbed doses) being consid-
erably different. This study focused on targeted tumour radiotherapy sce-
narios, where the radioactive source was inserted near the cell nucleus.
The radioisotopes studied included beta emitters, Auger electrons emit-
ters and alpha emitters, covering the most commonly used particles in
current targeted tumour radiotherapy. Doses ranging 1 cGy and 8.0 Gy
were tested on heterogeneous cell populations and the number of sur-
viving cells following irradiation was estimated. Nonetheless, if the pur-
pose was to investigate cellular response in the context of domestic or
occupational exposure to ionizing radiation, i.e. radiation protection
studies, the exposure scenarios would have to be modelled in a different
manner. Both targeted tumour radiotherapy studies and radiation pro-
tection studies can be modelled using the VC simulator by altering the
input conditions, such as the number of DSB and fraction of complex
DSB, the damage-repair model or other parameters. The VC simulator is
a user friendly platform that provides output data consistent with experi-
mental terminology used by cellular radiobiologists. This might foster the
future use of the VC simulator by non-computer scientists, by using a sim-
ilar approach as the one described here.
In conclusion, data obtained using the VC simulator indicate that low
doses of all tested particles (99mTc Auger electrons, 211At alpha particles
and 131I beta minus particles) seem to be equally able to induce cell death
independently of their LET. At low doses cell death was found to be due
to high genetic instability and cell transformation that are cellular end-
points measured when investigating the bystander effect. On the con-
trary, at high absorbed doses, cellular response to radiation seems to be
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dose and LET dependent. These findings can impact targeted tumour
radiotherapy outcome predictions and suggest that the traditional radio-
biological paradigm of radiation-induced effects contained in the “hit”
cell may be obsolete. In addition, the data here suggest that the use of
novel therapeutic approaches with unconventional types of radioisotopes
may hold promise for targeted tumour radiotherapy.
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